take on liquid forms and invite new kinds of patterning. Sean Hanna offers a rigorous examination of microscopic structures achieved through stereolithography, pursuing 'non-homogenous' materials that avoid the cleavage planes and defects characteristic of traditional repetitive structures.

**Structures**

In the structural realm, papers offer innovative methods for creating ultra-lightweight constructions with insulated composite shells by Martin Bechthold and tensegrities by Katherine Liapi. Two other papers look at how to make structural design more intuitive, using an update on Gaudi's hanging chain models with gravity-sensitive parametric modeling by Axel Killian and a technique developed by Pierre Olsson that makes structurally vulnerable areas of a surface visually obvious.

**Surface and Form Generation**

Our design projects range in scale and complexity from constructions with 2D cutouts by Terry Surjan, to Cory Clarke's description of full-scale system prototypes to the extraordinary compositions within the Sagrada Familia authored by Mark Burry. The papers explore form generation topics such as natural/artificial/synthetic structure by Santiago Perez, algorithmic design by Yanni Loukissas, and a fresh treatment of surface patterning described by Bradley Bell.

**Architectural Practice**

Philip Bernstein and Eileen Ruth Webb from the AIA professional community bring their expertise to address changing business practices. Liability implications for automated fabrication are considered by legal expert Vicki Allums. Case studies of Gehry Partners' MIT Stata Center by Shiro Matsushima and an airport terminal at London Heathrow by Alex Kunz. Offer examples efficient practices for collaborative digital workflow.

By changing how we represent building information, the building industry offers increasingly flexible production. Papers by Chuck Eastman and the AIA-TAP group point out the crucial need to set up channels for production with well-considered, standardized languages to reduce risk while increasing efficiency and quality. Anton Harfmann and Scott Johnson explain methods for sorting and coordinating the countless diverse components in a building.

**Education**

The ACADIA community brings students to the forefront of these explorations. Educators are challenging students to discover possibilities and limitations of tool/material combinations, as described by Karl Daubman and to see how virtual tools and physical properties can shape tectonics in a text by Wassim Jabi. Lisa Iwamoto offers an analysis that examines examine how custom components can accommodate the human body.

**Responsive Environments**

Finally, the conference includes projects that pursue intelligent, responsive functions. By incorporating mechanical details and sensing functions, Peter Anders, Kas Oosterhuis and James Timberlake probe a new generation of responsive environments that can dynamically respond to a range of changing conditions.
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